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ABSTRACT. The application of the fuzzy interpolation-based approximate fuzzy reasoning methods in direct fuzzy logic control systems gives a simplified way for constructing the fuzzy rule base. The rule base of a fuzzy interpolation-based controller, is not necessarily complete, it could contain the most significant fuzzy rules only without risking the chance of having no conclusion for some of the observations. In other words, during the construction of the fuzzy rule base, it is enough to concentrate on the main control actions, we do not have to bother with building a complete fuzzy rule base by adding “filling” rules (rules could be deduced from the others).

In this paper we would like to introduce an approximate fuzzy reasoning method based on K-H interpolation in the vague environment of the fuzzy rule base [2-4], which could be implemented to be simple enough for practical direct fuzzy logic control applications. For demonstrating the efficiency of the proposed approximate fuzzy reasoning method in direct fuzzy control, as a simulated complex practical application, a steering control of an automated guided vehicle (AGV) is also introduced. The main goal of the steering control is path tracking [6] (to follow a guide path) and to make the task more complex, the second one is a restricted (limited) collision avoidance. In our case, restricted collision avoidance means “avoiding obstacles without risking the chance of loosing the guide path”. In this paper we would like to also introduce an approximate obstacle detection strategy based on measurements of three ultrasonic sensors and the move of the AGV; the fuzzy rule bases and their vague environments realising the path tracking and restricted collision avoidance strategy of the AGV (only 12 rules for control steering and 5 for the speed); and the simulated results of the system on a test path and obstacle configuration.
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1. Approximate fuzzy reasoning method based on K-H interpolation in the vague environment of the fuzzy rule base

Using the concept of vague environment described by scaling functions [1] instead of the linguistic terms of the fuzzy partition gives a simple way for fuzzy approximate reasoning.

* This research was partly supported by the Hungarian National Scientific Research Fund grant no: T019671, and the Hungarian Ministry of Culture and Education grant no 0422/1997.
The concept of vague environment is based on the similarity or indistinguishability of the elements. Two values in the vague environment are $\varepsilon$-distinguishable if their distance is greater than $\varepsilon$. The distances in vague environment are weighted distances. The weighting factor or function is called scaling function (factor) \[1\]. Two values in the vague environment $X$ are $\varepsilon$-distinguishable if

$$\varepsilon > \delta_{s}(x_1, x_2) = \int_{x_1}^{x_2} s(x) \, dx$$

where $\delta_{s}(x_1, x_2)$ is the vague distance of the values $x_1, x_2$ and $s(x)$ is the scaling function on $X$.

For finding connections between fuzzy sets and a vague environment we can introduce the membership function $\mu_A(x)$ as a level of similarity to $x$, as the degree to which $x$ is indistinguishable to $a$ \[1\]. The $\alpha$-cuts of the fuzzy set $\mu_A(x)$ is the set which contains the elements that are $(1-\alpha)$-indistinguishable from $a$ (see fig.1):

$$\delta_{s}(a, b) \leq 1 - \alpha \quad , \quad \mu_A(x) = 1 - \min\{\delta_{s}(a, b), 1\} = 1 - \min\left\{\int_{a}^{b} s(x) \, dx, 1\right\}$$

It is very easy to realise (see fig.1.), that this case the vague distance of points $a$ and $b$ ($\delta_{s}(a, b)$) is basically the Disconsistency Measure ($S_D$) of the fuzzy sets $A$ and $B$ (where $B$ is a singleton):

$$S_D = 1 - \sup_{x \in X} \mu_{A \cap B}(x) = \delta_{s}(a, b) \quad \text{ if } \delta_{s}(a, b) \in [0,1]$$

where $A \cap B$ is the min t-norm, $\mu_{A \cap B}(x) = \min\{\mu_A(x), \mu_B(x)\}$ $\forall x \in X$.

It means, that we can calculate the disconsistency measures between member fuzzy sets of a fuzzy partition and a singleton, as vague distances of points in the vague environment of the fuzzy partition. The main difference between the disconsistency measure and the vague distance is, that the vague distance is a crisp value in range of $[0,\infty]$, while the disconsistency measure is limited to $[0,1]$. That is why they are useful in interpolate reasoning with insufficient evidence.

So if it is possible to describe all the fuzzy partitions of the primary fuzzy sets (the antecedent and consequent universes) of our fuzzy rule base by vague environments, and the observation is a singleton, we can calculate the “extended” disconsistency measures of the antecedent primary fuzzy sets of the rule base and the observation, and the “extended” disconsistency measures of the consequent primary fuzzy sets and the consequence (we are looking for) as vague distances of points in the antecedent and consequent vague environments.

The vague environment is described by its scaling function. For generating a vague environment of a fuzzy partition we have to find an appropriate scaling function,
which describes the shapes of all the terms in the fuzzy partition. A fuzzy partition can be characterised by a single vague environment if and only if the membership functions of the terms fulfills the following requirement [1]:

$$s(x) = |\mu'(x)| = \left| \frac{d\mu}{dx} \right| \text{ exists iff } \min \{ \mu_i(x), \mu_j(x) \} > 0 \Rightarrow |\mu'_i(x)| = |\mu'_j(x)| \quad \forall i, j \in I$$

where $s(x)$ is the vague environment we are looking for.

Generally the above condition is not fulfilling, so the question is how to describe all fuzzy sets of the fuzzy partition with one “universal” scaling function. For this reason we propose to use the \textit{approximate scaling function} [2-4].

The \textit{approximate scaling function} is an approximation of the scaling functions describes the terms of the fuzzy partition separately [2-4].

If the vague environment of a fuzzy partition (the scaling function or the approximate scaling function) exists, the member sets of the fuzzy partition can be characterised by points in the vague environment. (In our case the points are characterising the cores of the terms, while the shapes of the membership functions are described by the scaling function.) If all the vague environments of the antecedent and consequent universes of the fuzzy rule base are exist, all the primary fuzzy sets (linguistic terms) used in the fuzzy rule base can be characterised by points in their vague environment. So the fuzzy rules (build on the primary fuzzy sets) can be characterised by points in the vague environment of the fuzzy rule base too. This case the approximate fuzzy reasoning can be handled as a classical interpolation task. Applying the concept of vague environment (the distances of points are weighted distances), any interpolation, extrapolation or regression methods can be adapted very simply for approximate fuzzy reasoning [2-4].

We suggest to adapt the \textit{Kóczy-Hirota interpolation} [5]. This method generates the conclusion as a weighted sum of the vague consequent values, where the weighting factors are inversely proportional to the vague distances of the observation and the corresponding rule antecedents:

$$\text{dist}(y_0, y) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{r} w_k \cdot \text{dist}(y_0, b_k)}{\sum_{k=1}^{r} w_k}, \quad w_k = \frac{1}{(\text{dist}(x, a_k))^p},$$

where $w_k$ is a weighting factor inversely proportional to the vague distance of the observation and the $k^{th}$ rule antecedent,

$$\text{dist}(a_k, x) = \text{dist}(x, a_k) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \int_{a_{ij}}^{x_i} s_{\chi_i}(x_i) dx_i \right)^2}, \quad \text{dist}(y_0, b_k) = \int_{y_0}^{b_k} s_Y(y) dy,$$

where $s_{\chi_i}$ is the $i^{th}$ scaling function of the $m$ dimensional antecedent universe, $s_Y$ is the scaling function of the one dimensional consequent universe, $x$ is the multidimensional crisp observation, $a_k$ are the cores of the multidimensional fuzzy rule antecedents $A_k$, $b_k$ are the cores of the one dimensional fuzzy rule consequents $B_k$, $R_i = A_i \rightarrow B_i$ are the fuzzy rules, $p$ is the sensitivity of the weighting factor for distant rules, $y_0$ is the first element of the one dimensional universe ($Y: y_0 \leq y \quad \forall y \in Y$), $y$ is the one dimensional conclusion we are looking for.
For an example of the practical application of the proposed approximate fuzzy reasoning method, a real path tracking and restricted collision avoidance control strategy for differential steered AGVs (Automated Guided Vehicle) [6] is introduced.

2. The guide path controlled AGV

The Automatically Guided Vehicle (AGV) is a typical element of the group of materials handling equipment. A popular way of AGV guidance is based on the guide path method. The guide path is usually a painted marking or a passive or active wire (guidewire) glued onto or built into the floor. The goal of the steering part of the guidance system of the AGV is to follow the marking of the guide path. The guiding system senses the position of the guide path by special sensors (guide zone) tuned for the guide path. The guide zone is a section of the AGV determined by the guide path sensor (or raw of sensors). The goal of the steering control is to follow the guide path by the guide zone with minimal path tracking error on the whole path (e.g., fig. 2.).

The kinematic of the AGV is determined by its wheel configuration. The AGVs without fixed directional wheels in their wheel configuration can be moved to arbitrary direction. While the AGVs with at least one fixed directional wheel can run only on a path curve has its momentary centre on the line fits the axe of the fixed directional wheel. In the further part of this article, we would like to concentrate on the path tracking strategy of a differential steered AGV which has fixed directional wheel (e.g., fig. 2.).

3. The Path tracking and the restricted collision avoidance strategy

The main goal of the steering control is path tracking (to follow a guide path) [6]. To make the example task more complex, we added a second goal as a restricted (limited) collision avoidance. In our case, restricted collision avoidance means “avoiding obstacles without risking the chance of loosing the guide path”.

The simplest way of defining these strategies is based on describing the operator’s control actions. These control actions could form the fuzzy rule base.
In our case - using the previously introduced approximate reasoning method for direct fuzzy control - constructing the fuzzy rule base is very simple. We do not have to bother with building a complete fuzzy rule base, it is enough to concentrate on the main control actions, by simply adding rules piece by piece. Having the simulated model of the controlled system, we can check the performance of the controller after each step.

This kind of design (modify and test) could be very useful in case of controlling unknown, or partly known systems.

The control of a differential steered AGV is very similar to the control of a car. The base idea of the path tracking strategy is very simple: keep the driving centre of the AGV as close as it is possible to the guide path, than if the driving centre is close enough to the guide path, simply turn the AGV into the docking direction. For defining this part of the strategy, we have to examine the observations we need for the guidance system. The above simple strategy needs only two observations: The distance between the guide path and the driving centre (path tracking error), and the distance between the guide path and the guide point. Using the guide zone, we can determine the distance of the guide path and the guide point, but we have no information on the path tracking error. We suggest to calculate the estimated momentary path tracking error ($\delta$) from the previous ($e_{vo}$) and the current value ($e_c$) of the distance between the guide path and the guide point (measured by the guide path) and from the move of the AGV (see fig.2.) [6].

For defining the restricted collision avoidance strategy we have to study the types of the possible collision situations. There are two different collision situations, the frontal and the side collision. We need the simplest obstacle sensor configuration giving enough information for both the avoidable situations. Having the preconditions of motionless and avoidable obstacles, sufficient to have three ultrasonic distance sensors on the front of the AGV, one in the middle ($U_M$) and one-one on both sides ($U_L, U_R$) (see fig.3.).

![Fig. 3. R_L, R_R, R_M are the distances measured by the left, right and middle ultrasonic distance sensors (U_L, U_R, U_M).](image)

The three distances ($R_L, R_R, R_M$), measured by the three obstacle sensors ($R_L, R_R, R_M$) gives sufficient information for finding a strategy to be able to avoid the frontal collision situations.
The sufficiency of the measurements of these sensors for generating observations for avoiding the side collisions is not so trivial. Having the preconditions of motionless and avoidable obstacles, we have a chance to use the obstacle distance measurements of the near past for scanning the boundaries of the obstacles. Collecting the previous measurements of the left and right obstacle sensors and the corresponding positions of the AGV (measured by the motion sensors on the wheels), we can approximate the boundaries of the obstacles by discrete points. We call these points unsafe, or risky points. The distance measured by an obstacle sensor means the existence of a potential obstacle outside the circle defined by the position of the sensor and the measured value (see e.g. on fig.4.). Having more measurements and more positions we can approximate the boundaries of the obstacles by the pair by pair point of intersection of these circles. We are simply collecting the point of intersection of the previous and the actual circles. The intersections of the two circles are two points. We can choose the real one by checking if one of them is covered by the body of the AGV (see e.g. on fig.4.). Were both points situated on uncovered positions, we can choose the point situated farther from the longitudinal axe of the AGV to be the real one (based on the precondition of avoidable obstacles).

Fig. 4. The obstacles boundaries approximated by discrete unsafe points, where R is the distance measured by the ultrasonic sensor P and UP is the unsafe (risky) point.

The main idea of the side collision avoidance strategy is to avoid side collisions to obstacles by avoiding side collisions to unsafe points. For having observations easier to handle then unsafe points, we calculate the actual maximal left and right turning angle without side collision (\(\alpha_{ML}, \alpha_{MR}\)) (see e.g. on fig.5.).

Fig. 5. \(\alpha_{MR}\) is the maximal right turning angle without side collision.

Let us collect the rules characterising our path tracking and restricted (limited) collision avoidance strategy by describing the momentary manoeuvres (speed \((V_a)\),
steering ($V_d$)) needed for path tracking, frontal and side collision avoidance in some significant positions of the AGV. These positions are characterised by the observations: by the distance of the guide path and the guide point ($e_v$), the estimated path tracking error ($\delta$), the distances measured by the left middle and right ultrasonic sensors ($R_L$, $R_M$, $R_R$) and the approximated maximal left and right turning angle without side collision ($\alpha_{ML}$, $\alpha_{MR}$).

Having two conclusions, the speed ($V_a$) and the steering ($V_d$), we have two rule bases. One for the steering $R_{Vd}$ and one for the speed $R_{va}$ of the AGV. The $i$th rules of these rule bases have the following forms:

$R_{Vd,i}$:
If $e_v=A_{1,i}$ And $\delta=A_{2,i}$ And $R_L=A_{3,i}$ And $R_R=A_{4,i}$ And $R_M=A_{5,i}$ And $\alpha_{ML}=A_{6,i}$ And $\alpha_{MR}=A_{7,i}$ Then $V_d=B_i$.

$R_{va,i}$:
If $e_v=A_{1,i}$ And $\delta=A_{2,i}$ And $R_L=A_{3,i}$ And $R_R=A_{4,i}$ And $R_M=A_{5,i}$ Then $V_a=B_i$.

Having a simulated model of the AGV and a trial guide path, we have got only 12 rules for controlling the steering and 5 for the speed:

$$
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
R_{Vd}: & e_v & \delta & R_L & R_R & R_M & \alpha_{ML} & \alpha_{MR} & V_d \\
\hline
1., & NL & & & & & & PL & \\
2., & PL & & & & & & NL & \\
3., & NM & Z & & & L & & PL & \\
4., & PM & Z & & & & L & NL & \\
5., & NM & PM & L & & & & & \\
6., & PM & NM & L & L & & & Z & \\
7., & Z & PM & L & L & L & & NS & \\
8., & Z & NM & L & L & & L & PS & \\
9., & Z & PM & S & & & & S & PL & \\
10., & Z & NM & S & S & & & & NL & \\
11., & Z & Z & L & S & S & & & NL & \\
12., & Z & Z & S & L & S & & & PL & \\
\hline
\end{array}
$$

$$
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
R_{va}: & e_v & \delta & R_L & R_R & R_M & V_a \\
\hline
1., & Z & Z & L & L & L & L & \\
2., & NL & PL & & & & Z & \\
3., & PL & NL & & & & Z & \\
4., & NL & Z & & & & Z & \\
5., & PL & Z & & & & Z & \\
\hline
\end{array}
$$


Having the rule base, the next step of building the fuzzy controller based on interpolation in the vague environment of the fuzzy rule base is to generate the vague environments of the antecedent and consequent universes (fig.6.). We have generated these vague environments (scaling functions) by a tuning process based on values fetched from expert’s knowledge. The tuning process was optimised the core positions and the scaling factor values of the linguistic terms for getting the shortest docking distance on the trial guide path (fig.7.).
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Fig. 6. Vague environments (scaling functions) of the antecedent and consequent universes.

4. Conclusions

The approximate fuzzy reasoning method based on K-H interpolation in the vague environment of the fuzzy rule base gives an efficient way for designing direct fuzzy logic control applications.

The example introduced in this paper, the simulated implementation of the path tracking and restricted collision avoidance strategy of an automated guided vehicle (AGV), demonstrates the simplicity of collecting the fuzzy rules in a rather complex application (in spite of having 7 observations the rule base of the steering contains only 12 rules). We do not have to bother with building a complete fuzzy rule base, it is enough to concentrate on the main control actions, by simply adding rules piece by piece. Having the simulated model of the controlled system, we can check the performance of the controller after each step.

This kind of design (modify and test) could be very useful in case of controlling unknown, or partly known systems.
Fig. 7. Some simulated results of the AGV using the interpolate fuzzy reasoning based FLC path tracking and restricted collision avoidance strategy on a trial guide path.
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